Tuesday April 5th Site Council Filter Group
Members who Appeared: Mary Volk, Kim Cortes, Tori Maehare, Kees Keizer, Michael patton,
lenka Cervenkova

Points Discussed/Went over
● More Parent Voices
● Parent Newsletter and Advertisements
● 4-5 teachers for Restorative Justice
● Control Climate/Culture of GHS
● Addition of Student Voice
● Possibly Add suggestion box to parent Newsletter… However there is a parent
suggestion box through a second party app called ¨Lets Talk¨

Wednesday, April 6th Site Council
Members who Attended: Mary Volk, Kim Cortes, Tori Maehare, Kees Keizer, Lenka cervenkova
Points Discussed/Went over
Funding Requests for the Social Studies IB program. Presented by Tori maehare.
The Funding would pay for a substitute teacher for a day or two if needed for the IB
Teachers to grade the IB students responses. More was discussed over the meeting of
why and what exactly it would do, in the end it was approved by all attending members .
Parent Representatives
There were two Parent out-reach Attempts made to latino Parents by Kim and Kees
that both failed, the Second Attempt being with Parents Frank Thomas Suggested. This
attempt also Failed.
Talked on words we can use to bring in parent Representatives as in ; Student
Interest, Commitment and more
Next was the need to bring in more Members in general, and explaining to incoming
members what our goals are, what the group is doing and what we want to accomplish.
The Parent NewsLetter in Middle schools and news Letters was Discussed, Very
same discussion as Filter Group.
Lastly we discussed the times that the Post- Covid Site Council was held at, which
was during 1st period were substitutes would take the (teacher) members classes over.
Tori Explained that because of high need of substitutes it looks like future meetings (as in
2022-2023 school year) will not be able to be held at that time frame.
Restorative Practices

Teachers have recently expressed concerns over students attendance, tardies and
lates. How do we work that issue?
Kim and Mary both expressed Anxiety over school work and classes. They asked for
teachers to understand and be more easy on students considering that we were in a
whole 1-2 years of isolation and much more. Mary expressed for the push of
Upperclassmen participation boosts to encouraged underclassmen to participate more,
as the older students set the goal for the younger students.
Climate and Culture
Talked about schedules and student health discussions that kim Expressed and how
to get teachers to be more empathic to students.

